Because of the increasing dependency on online technologies in even the most ordinary activities, people have to make privacy decisions during everyday online interactions. Visual design often influences their choices. Hence, it is in the hands of choice architects and designers to guide users towards specific decision outcomes. This ''nudging'' has gained much interest among scholars in interdisciplinary research, resulting in experimental studies with visual cues that may have the potential to alter attitudes and behaviors. Attitude and behavior changes are often attributed to several psychological effects manifesting in cognitive processing and decision-making. This article presents the results of a systematic literature review carried out to identify which psychological effects have been previously studied in the context of online privacy interactions. Subsequently, fifteen articles were selected and thoroughly reviewed, resulting in the identification of twenty psychological effects. The visual cues triggering these effects were recognized and classified against their capabilities to alter privacy attitudes and behaviors. Specifically, the visual cues were divided into two categories: privacy-enhancing and privacy-deteriorating. This review discusses the applicability of such cues in research and UI design. Further, the findings are discussed against the existing research on digital nudges. The authors conclude with a discussion on issues of research quality in the privacy-related field and outline the road to improvement.
I. INTRODUCTION
The user interfaces (UIs) of modern technologies, from the web to mobile-based services, implement various designs to enhance digital interactions. Frequently, these UI designs aim to guide users towards specific actions.
One of the theoretical approaches used in the design of such choice architectures is a concept from the findings of behavioral science and economics: libertarian paternalism. Libertarian paternalism is ''an approach that preserves freedom of choice, but that authorizes both private and public institutions to steer people in directions that will promote their welfare'' [1] . This form of paternalism has been successfully modifying people's behavior in real-life situations when applied by policymakers and governments [2] - [4] . Following the accomplishments of this approach, researchers from the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Peter Langendorfer.
field of human-computer interaction (HCI) use the concept of libertarian paternalism to nudge people towards particular decisions, by using the particular elements of a UI.
Generally, the efficacy of nudging through choice architecture stems from psychological effects and heuristics, which accompany the cognitive processing taking place at the time of interaction. Colloquially speaking, such effects may have both ''negative'' and ''positive'' outcomes. For instance, they can be applied by an agent (e.g., service provider) to deceive a user and profit from their behavior. On the other hand, they may reduce cognitive workload or enable a user to further reflect on the decision at hand.
The concept of nudges is sometimes perceived as controversial and criticized as unethical and detrimental to autonomy. The dispute over the ethical aspects of nudging is not the subject of this research (for readers interested in information on ethics of nudging, we recommend [5] , [6] ). Instead, the current work focuses on the fact that it is practically impossible to create a UI that enables fully autonomous choices. Every design informs and guides a user to perform a particular action. Hence, the knowledge of the psychological effects that are actively engaged in decision-making is crucial for all choice architects and UI designers.
Such knowledge could also advance the work of privacy UI developers and designers. Privacy, a complex notion that is difficult to fully comprehend even by experts, can be misinterpreted by people using technology. Potential risks to privacy, methods of data processing, privacy policies, and any other information related to data collection may be easily overlooked by the user because their main goal is to use an application or purchase a product. Therefore, in this systematic literature review, we focus on the psychological effects investigated in past privacy research to examine which of them effectively alter privacy-related attitudes or behaviors. Additionally, the present review identifies the visual cues (nudges) applied in the privacy research that has led to privacy-enhancing or privacy-deteriorating actions. Finally, the current work emphasizes recommendations for future research on the role of psychological effects in privacy decisions. Specifically, it indicates the methodological aspects aiming to improve research quality and produce results that could be used as a backbone of privacy UI designs.
II. BACKGROUND
Past work around privacy decision-making has identified many factors that influence privacy behaviors. One of the more comprehensive overviews of the complex relationship among the constructs impacting privacy decision-making is provided by Smith et al. [7] and Dinev et al. [8] . Based on an extensive literature review, the authors of these two publications propose a conceptual model: APCO (Antecedents → Privacy Concerns → Outcomes). The original model contains the following constructs: (1) antecedents (e.g., individual characteristics, contextual factors) that shape (2) privacy concerns that result in specific (3) behavioral outcomes (e.g., information disclosure) [7] . Overall, the model presents the many elements that influence privacy concerns. The model shows that multiple factors influence the relationship between concerns and the actual behavior (e.g., privacy calculus with cost and benefit analysis, trust).
Further, it demonstrates that various behavioral intentions and behaviors around privacy decision-making might be observed, and they are multi-levelled (e.g., decisions of an individual, decisions of a group) [8] . The limitation of the original APCO model is the reliance on the assumption that people are solely rational decision-makers, in an economic sense. Additionally, privacy decisions must be fully informed, that is they are a result of an in-depth analysis caused by external stimuli [8] . However, as we discuss next, past work demonstrates that privacy decisions are not always an ''expected-utility'' rational.
Privacy Paradox: Such ''irrational'' privacy decisions have been coined in the literature as the privacy paradox, the gap between privacy attitude and behavior. The paradox was discussed as early as 2001, in the HP Laboratories report concerning online shopping and loyalty cards [9] . According to the report, a series of in-depth interviews revealed that people express concerns about being tracked by companies; yet they are willing to sacrifice their privacy for a little gain. Since then, many studies has demonstrated the existence of the privacy paradox throughout different contexts. For instance, Norberg et al. [10] showed an inequality between the declared willingness to disclose information and the actual disclosure (higher than previously stated) in the commercial context. Hughes-Roberts demonstrated that privacy concerns do not accurately predict social network behaviors [11] . On the other hand, in the review of the privacy paradox research, Kokolakis showed that the existence of a paradox is debatable, as shown in studies that identify a positive relationship between privacy concerns and protection behaviors [12] .
Among the arguments that explain the privacy paradox, Kokolakis [12] listed different interpretations of the phenomena, context (behaviors vary between contexts, e.g., dependence on the type of information), and different methods used to examine the privacy paradox (e.g., online surveys, experiments). To further explain the privacy paradox, Kokolakis proposed three approaches: economic-based (privacy calculus), social theory (e.g., social collective), and cognitive biases and heuristics. Similarly, Dinev et al. revised the APCO model, and the updated version includes psychological effects [8] . Specifically, the revised model was extended to contain the level of cognitive effort required to carry out cognitive processing.
A. DECISION-MAKING
The inconsistency between privacy attitudes and behaviors originates in the general processes that take place during decision-making. Traditionally, the economic theories applied to explain judgment and decision-making assumed that people make their choices by maximizing a utility function and accurately accounting for co-occurring constraints or preferences. However, research from psychology and behavioral sciences reveals that the classical economic approach is not always sufficient [13] .
1) THEORETICAL EXPLANATION OF ATTITUDE-BEHAVIOR RELATIONSHIP
One of the approaches applied to explain non-normative behavior is with the dual-process theories. This class of theories, simplified, assumes a distinction between two kinds of thinking, often referred to as System 1 and System 2. The first one is fast and intuitive, and the second one is slow and analytical [14] , [15] . The standard division into System 1 and System 2 was criticized in the context of higher cognitive processes [15] . The critique originates in the vagueness of the terminology, which tends to indicate that there are only two modes of processing. However, from a neuroscientific point of view, such assumptions are incorrect because, for example, System 1 refers to multiple processes in the brain. Hence, we follow the terminology proposed by Evans and Stanovich and call for Type 1 and Type 2 processing, instead [15] . Type 1 means that the process is intuitive, is autonomous, and does not require the involvement of working memory. Type 2 is reflective and requires working memory.
At first, one could assume that the Type 1 processing will always lead to ''bad'' thinking, while Type 2 will result in the optimal solution. As Evans and Stanovich [15] have argued, such assumption is incorrect, and this presumed goodness or badness is interchangeable between the processing types. Further, the optimal level of Type 1 processing depends on the environment, that is, whether it is benign or hostile [15] . We articulate this argument because the contrast of the environment is essential for our work. The benign environment contains cues that are useful for the mechanisms of Type 1 processing, the signals that have been previously exercised by the mechanisms of Type 1 processing.
In contrast, the hostile environment does not contain well-practised cues, leading to attribute substitution. This means that an individual assesses a specific target attribute of an object by substituting the different attributes of that object. This is a heuristic attribute that automatically and first comes to mind [16] . Apart from attribute substitution, the environment might be hostile if agents deliberately trigger responses of Type 1 processing to gain an advantage. For instance, the advertisement of products in the supermarket may exploit the capabilities of Type 1 processing through a specific way of displaying products on shelves, here aiming to maximize the agent's revenue.
Other approaches have been proposed to explain decision-making processes, with most of them being derived from the critique of the dual-process theories. For instance, Kruglanski and Gigerenzer proposed a unified theory of judgment (UTJ) [17] , assuming that both the intuitive and deliberate judgments form rules. These rules depend on cognitive capabilities, as well as recognition memory, and may lead to either optimization or satisficing (heuristics). According to the UTJ, the same rule applies when either an intuitive or deliberate decision is made. Another alternative to the dual-process theories is Cleeremans and Jiménez's dynamic graded continuum (DGC) [18] . Although it is not a theory per se, rather a framework that could be applied to assess the dual-process theories, it contrasts with the dual-process theories in some ways. In short, the DGC states that differences in reasoning originate from the differences in representations. This approach distinguishes between implicit and automatic reasoning, while the dual-process theories use these terms interchangeably. Depending on the quality of the representation, the reasoning changes on a continuum, from implicit through explicit to automatic. Because none of the alternative approaches has been recognized as more reliable than the dual-process theories, in the current work we follow the dual-process assumptions and use them as a bedrock for our motivation and research questions.
In the dual-process approach, the results of the judgments and decisions associated with Type 1 processing are mostly attributed to different psychological effects: biases and heuristics, especially when decisions take place under risk or uncertainty [19] . The influence of psychological effects is substantial and also applies to experts (e.g., professionals of some sort), as long as they are thinking intuitively.
The impact of intuitive thinking has been demonstrated in many studies, ranging from psychology and behavioral science [20] to neuroscience [21] , [22] . Confirmatory findings show that psychological effects guide decisions; hence, these effects are frequently applied in the design of choice architecture. Perhaps one of the most significant promoters of such solutions is the aforementioned concept of libertarian paternalism. Libertarian paternalism has recognized as a legitimate for a choice architect to change people's behavior to improve their life, health, and well-being [3] . It is libertarian paternalism that gave rise to the mechanism of nudge. As explained by Thaler, a nudge is ''any aspect of choice architecture that alters people's behavior in a predictable way, without forbidding any option or significantly changing their economic incentives'' (p. 6, [3] ). The concept of nudging choice architecture has been proven effective; hence, it is commonly applied, particularly by governments and policymakers. For instance, companies use behavioral economics to increase employees' savings or apply status quo bias to ensure retirement plans enrolment [2] - [4] . Similarly, governments use a default option for organ donation, or shops display first the healthy products in the cafeteria to increase their consumption [2] - [4] .
2) PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND DIGITAL ENVIRONMENTS
The gap between attitude and behavior in the digital context might be altered through UI designs. Visual designs influence how users perceive and interact with technology [23] . Further, as we stated, it may be impossible to design a user interface that is entirely neutral and does not affect the steps that a user takes to complete their action [24] . Hence, choice architects/designers must be aware of the potential biases or heuristics that take place during decision-making.
Over the past few years, with the growing reliance on technology, the concept of digital nudging has received more attention. It has been recognized that online decisions are prone to the same psychological effects as offline decisions. Further, digital nudges have the power to alter users' choices at the point of decision-making [25] . Even the slight adjustments in either the content or visual display of information may lead to changes in behavior.
In the context of online environments, research provides guidelines, best practices and frameworks for the design of digital nudges. For instance, Schneier et al. presented a life cycle for designing nudges, one corresponding to human-centred design (HCD), including steps such as defining the goal, understanding users, designing the nudge, and testing it [25] . Additionally, they provided examples of what type of choice (behavior) can be influenced by a specific heuristic and how (through which particular user interface elements) [25] . For instance, the binary choice might be altered by status quo bias and predicted with the use of default radio buttons or checkboxes. Discrete choice (e.g., the choice of two products) may be changed with primacy and recency effects caused by the particular positioning of alternatives (earlier -primacy; later -recency). Other heuristics that could be triggered with UI designs are middle-option bias, anchoring (e.g., slider endpoints), social norms (e.g., display of popularity, honesty codes), or loss aversion (e.g., limited availability).
Similarly, Meske and Potthoff researched psychological effects in the context of persuasive design [26] . The overall goal of their work was to develop a model that could be used to access and design nudging environments in a structured manner. The proposed model contains three phases. First, the analyzing phase establishes who will be nudged, which psychological effects will be exploited, and what the goals of the nudging are. Second, the designing phase grounds which psychological effects, individual characteristics, and proprieties of the system should be considered. Third, the evaluating phase that ensures the fulfilment of the following criteria: freedom of choice, respect for preferences, unchanged incentives. To define the model, Meske and Potthoff performed a literature review. The review identified elements of digital nudging, with an emphasis on the difference between nudging and persuasive design. The main difference here being that persuasive technology does not predict people's behavior, and does not use coercion or deception [26] . Specifically, authors have identified the following mechanisms applied in nudges: (1) anchoring; (2) customized information (tailoring); (3) decision staging (tunnelling); (4) default settings; (5) framing; (6) informing; (7) limited time window; (8) praise and reward (gamification); (9) priming; (10) reminders; (11) simplification (reduction); (12) social influence; and (13) warning. Although Meske and Potthoff [26] determined the literature related to some of the psychological biases, their work was not exhaustive, and authors have acknowledged that their work was a work in progress. To the best of our knowledge, no follow-up work evaluating the proposed model has been carried out.
Mirsch et al. focused on the development process proposed by Schneider et al. [25] and carried out a systematic literature review to gain an in-depth understanding of the mechanisms that underlie digital nudging [27] . Specifically, the review targeted the identification of the psychological effects that previous research examined in the context of choice architecture, libertarian paternalism, behavioral economics, and online environments. In 65 publications considered for the final review, Mirsch et al. identified 20 psychological effects. Their analysis demonstrated some of the identified effects and presented their definitions. Additionally, research has shown examples of nudges and psychological effects to which the nudges relate [27] . We discuss the results of the review performed by Mirsch et al. towards the end of the current paper because they are the core of our analysis.
A more recent systematic overview of digital nudges was presented by Caraban et al. [28] . Their work also focused on the concept of nudging, specifically its applicability in research on human-computer interaction. This work identified 23 mechanisms of nudging developed in HCI. These mechanisms are clustered into the following six categories: 1) Nudges that facilitate decision making by reducing cognitive effort (exploiting status quo bias) 2) Confronting nudges that aim to pause action by eliciting a doubt (exploiting regret aversion bias) 3) Deceiving designs (exploiting, e.g., decoy effect) 4) Social influences, exploiting human nature the effects of conformity and social expectations 5) Fear nudges that elicit emotional feelings of loss, fear, or uncertainty 6) Reinforcement nudges aiming to reinforce behaviors through a continuous presence in an individual's thinking. The results are discussed in the context of decision-making, specifically concerning reflective (Type 2) and automatic mind (Type 1) and transparent and non transparent nudges. Caraban et al. apply categories of nudges previously defined by Hansen and Jespersen [29] . These categories are (1) interventions that are transparent and facilitate consistent choice (Type 2); (2) interventions that are transparent influencing behavior (Type 1); (3) non-transparent interventions, which manipulate choice (Type 2); and (4) non-transparent manipulation of behavior (Type 1). Caraban et al. [28] presented design considerations related to some of the identified psychological effects. Additionally, they mapped the findings against Fogg's model of behavior, assuming that three factors lead to behavioral change -motivation, ability, and triggers [30] . Based on this, Carban et al. defined three groups of nudges that may alter behavior: (1) facilitator nudges found to simplify user's task; (2) sparks to increase the motivation for behavior; (3) signals that give a reminder about the task.
3) PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS IN ONLINE PRIVACY AND SECURITY
The concept of libertarian paternalism and nudging is common in the literature on online privacy and security. Many scholars applied findings acquired from the research on psychological effects to study privacy-related behaviors (e.g., information disclosure) or to explain behavioral inconsistencies (e.g., privacy paradox) [31] - [35] . Gerber et al. [36] carried out a systematic literature review to identify the most influential predictors of privacy behaviors, aiming to explain the factors that cause a privacy paradox. According to the findings, some of the biases alter behavior. For instance, the optimism bias is a moderate but significant predictor of privacy-protective behaviors, and the affect has a similar influence on behavioral intentions. Further, their results confirmed that social norms have an impact on what information should be shared on social networks.
Over the last couple of decades, a significant discussion of nudges in privacy and security was presented in the works by Acquisti et al. [6] , [37] . For instance, in [37] , authors discussed the dichotomies between privacy attitudes and behaviors and concluded, that privacy decisions are the results of the interplay of many mutually exclusive factors. However, they emphasized the role of what they call ''hurdles'' encountered by consumers, especially in online environments. Among those hurdles are information asymmetry, bounded rationality, as well as some cognitive biases and heuristics (e.g., immediate gratification, status quo).
The concept of hurdles has been further addressed in a more recent work of Aquisti et al. [6] . This review of past studies presented a comprehensive overview of soft paternalism and nudging techniques applied in technology to assist users in their privacy-and security-related choices. The review defined the dimensions of nudging pointing at specific hurdles that certain nudges mitigate or exploit. The authors grouped nudging into six dimensions: information, presentation, defaults, incentives, reversibility, and timing. These dimensions originate from Thaler and Sunstein's acronym of NUDGES: iNcentives, Understand mappings, Defaults, Give feedback, Expect error, Structure complex choices [3] .
The information dimension is related to feedback and education and aims to reduce information asymmetry and demonstrate realistic risks. Within this dimension, the following hurdles are listed: asymmetric and incomplete information, availability heuristic, bounded rationality, optimism bias, and overconfidence. The second dimension, presentation, provides contextual cues in the UI that reduce workload and convey the levels of risk. As its sub-dimensions, the authors outlined framing, ordering, salience and structure. The hurdles addressed in presentation are loss aversion, optimism bias and overconfidence, representativeness, post-completion errors, anchoring, availability heuristics, and bounded rationality. The third dimension defined in [6] is defaults, which reduce users' efforts by configuring the system according to the users' expectations; as anticipated, the targeted hurdle, in this case is the status quo. The next dimension is incentives, which motivate users to behave following their preference; this dimension exploits loss aversion and hyperbolic discounting. The fifth dimension is reversibility (error resiliency), which reduces the impact of mistakes. The authors did not name any specific hurdles that are targeted in this dimension. Lastly, timing aims to nudge at the right moment; there are no specific hurdles listed in this dimension because all of them may be applied at a particular time.
III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Even with the large number of studies that have explored issues around privacy-related decision-making, to the best of our knowledge, no work provides a comprehensive view of UI design and the applicability of psychological effects. Specifically, there is no systematic literature review that considers past empirical work and investigates how heuristics and biases alter attitudes or behaviors. Hence, in the current research, we fill this gap and aim to address the following research questions:
RQ1: Which psychological biases and heuristics were applied in the past research to design privacy interactions?
RQ2: How effective were they in altering users' attitudes and behaviors?
RQ3: Are there particular visual cues that trigger responses of Type 1 processing through psychological effects?
To a certain extent, the answers to these questions are provided in the research described in the Background section (Section I), particularly in the review by Aquisti et al. [6] . However, our work aims to provide a systematic review of the existing literature instead of a descriptive and selective view of past research. Additionally, our work focuses on studies that deliberately have investigated psychological effects. Lastly, we aim to cover the time gap between the work of Aquisti et al. and the current state-of-the-art because their review was completed in 2015. We believe that within the last three years, the research on privacy and privacy nudges produced some valuable work becasue of the increasing number of privacy invasions, as well as new legal requirements, for instance, the EU General Data Protection Regulation [39] .
IV. METHODS
To answer the research questions, we conducted a systematic literature review following the framework defined by Okoli and Schabram and by Okoli [38] , [40] . We chose this framework because it integrates guidelines on systematic literature review suitable for multidisciplinary work, covering fields such as software engineering, sociology, economics, and more. According to Okoli and Schabram ''for a review to be scientifically rigorous'', all of the steps presented in Figure 1 are essential [38] .
After completing step 1 and defining the research questions, we created a detailed protocol. The protocol describes the review strategy, selection criteria and procedures (screening and quality appraisal), data extraction, synthesis, and writing. Further, the protocol includes two annexes. Annex 1 contains definitions of each of the psychological effects selected for the search queries. Annex 2 details the search queries, information about threats to external and internal validity (part of the quality appraisal), preliminary data extraction form, and synthesis information. Two independent reviewers were following each step of the protocol. After the completion of each phase, the principal reviewer merged the findings for further discussion.
A. SEARCH CRITERIA
To define the search queries, as a groundwork, we used the literature review by Mirsch et al. [27] . Their work aimed to identify the psychological effects underlying the research on nudging. At the time, their publication was the most comprehensive systematic review of nudging in the context of online interactions. Mirsch et al. identified 20 psychological effects, from which we applied 19 to search query keywords (''optimism'' and ''overconfidence'' were found to be interchangeable) [27] . The overall scheme for the literature search in our review was as follows (Table 1) :
G1 AND G2 AND G3, where G1 and G2 were searched through the meta-data (title, keyword, or abstract), and G3 was searched anywhere VOLUME 8, 2020 in the text (when possible, searched through the whole article). Table 1 presents the details of the search queries. The search was conducted on five databases: ACM Guide to Computing Literature, IEEE, Scopus, dblp, and Web of Science (WoS). 1 These databases were selected because of the multidisciplinary character of our research. Because our research questions consider HCI and UI design and relate to computer science, it was essential to include databases focusing on such works, that is ACM, IEEE, and dblp. Additionally, we used two databases that incorporate the subject of social science: WoS and Scopus. The queries were adjusted accordingly to the requirements of the search query structure defined by each of the databases. Initially, a total of 762 papers were extracted.
V. SELECTION PROCEDURES
Following the method proposed by Okoli [38] and the protocol defined for the current research, the reviewers started with the selection phase. Both reviewers independently searched for literature in the five databases, using previously defined search queries. The results were stored in a file, containing information regarding the number of retrieved works, duplicates, and other search-related information.
A. PRACTICAL SCREEN
To identify work that should be considered in the review, the following inclusion criteria were applied:
• The publication should be a conference proceeding or journal article. Books were excluded from the review because of the following reasons: a. might be unavailable in digital format; b. are less likely to contain all the necessary details of experimental studies; c. may contain subjective synthesis and opinions of authors because they are not subject to the peer-review process. However, any books containing collections of scientific publications were included in the literature search.
• The publication must be in English.
• The publication must be peer-reviewed.
• Publications from the following fields should be excluded: natural sciences and some of the social sciences and other academic fields (e.g., law, anthropology, geography, history, linguistics, political science, and education).
• The publication dates from 2002-2018. 1 The ACM Guide to Computing Literature ''includes all of the content from The ACM Full-Text Collection along with citations, and links where possible, to all other publishers in computing.'' The database contains 2,853,540 bibliographic records [41] . The IEEE database includes the content of ''more than four-million full-text documents from subjects of electrical engineering, computer science and electronics'' [42] . The dblp is a computer science bibliography that provides information about major computer science journals and proceedings, comprising 4,866,610 publications [43] . WoS holds more than 161 million records across 254 subject areas, including the Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) and Conference Proceedings Citation Index (CPCI) [44] . Scopus includes over 75 million records with over 24,600 active titles and more than 194,000 books. Database comprises the following subject areas: Social Sciences (32%, 9,692 titles), Physical Sciences (27%, 8,102 titles), Health Sciences (25%, 7,468 titles), and Life Sciences (16%, 4,883 titles) [45] .
The starting date for the search was set to the year 2002.
In this year, Daniel Kahneman received a Nobel Prize in economics. Because Kahneman's work emphasizes issues of dual-process theory, we assumed that after 2002, the interest in research on psychological effects in decision-making would have grown, including privacy-related research.
The practical screening reduced the number of results to 199. The reviewers reached a moderate reliability score of Cohen's k = 0.42 (80% agreement).
B. FIRST SCREENING
To establish whether a publication was suitable to answer the research questions, the two reviewers proceeded with an additional step -first screening. This phase required the reviewers to read the articles' titles, abstracts, and keywords.
The first screening criteria were as follow:
• Research must be original and empirical.
• Research should involve the investigation of psychological biases and/or heuristics.
• Research must examine user interface or user interface elements.
• Research must examine privacy-related attitudes or behaviors. Occasionally, the screening of titles, abstracts, and keywords did not provide sufficient information to satisfy these criteria. In such instances, the whole articles were scanned. Whenever this did not satisfy the criteria, the publications were read in the following order: abstract, conclusion, method, results, and discussion.
The first screening resulted in the sample being reduced to 31 studies. The reviewers reached a moderate reliability score of Cohen's k = 0.21 (74% agreement).
C. QUALITY APPRAISAL
When performing a systematic literature review, before the data extraction, it is necessary to identify whether the selected work satisfies the quality requirements. For our work, the quality requirements were derived from Fink [61] . Each reviewer received a quality appraisal (QA) form to help with establishing whether the article should be included in the review. We used a scoring system, in which articles that scored less than four were excluded from the review. Scoring was based on these five questions (each scoring for answers ''NO'' = 0, ''YES'' = 1):
1) Does the study address concrete and clearly defined research question(s)? 2) Does the study use valid research methods to address the question(s)? 3) Is the research design described in detail? Detailed research includes ''yes'' to all of the following:
• Justification of design • Description of its implementation (e.g., random assignment)
• Explanation of risks from internal validity (e.g., history, maturation, testing, selection) • Explanation of risks from external validity (e.g., population, ecological validity) 4) Is the sampling method described in detail? The detailed method includes ''yes'' to all of the following:
• Explicit eligibility criteria • Justification of the sample size • Explanation of how the sample is assigned to control (if applicable) 5) Is the intervention, proposed approach, proposed interface or design described in detail? The detailed description includes ''yes'' to all of the following:
• Explicit objectives • Activities/interactions are potentially reproducible • Results are explained in terms of the objectives After discussing the merged scores of this quality appraisal, and resolving minor disagreements, 17 papers were selected for final data extraction. The reviewers reached almost a perfect reliability score of Cohen's k = 0.93 (96% agreement).
D. DATA EXTRACTION
The two reviewers were provided with data extraction forms created according to the guidelines from Kitchenham et al. [62] . The forms required the reviewers to provide both qualitative and quantitative information about each of the 17 publications. The following information was required: source database; application domain (e.g., mobile, IoT, web); design domain (i.e., specific context of UI); research questions/objectives; identified psychological effects; methodology; sample size; participants (e.g., eligibility criteria); methods of analysis; variables studied; primary results; and effect size (if provided).
After completing data extraction, the reviewers agreed to remove two more articles because they did not meet some of the criteria when placed under additional scrutiny during the data extraction phase. Thus, the total number of publications included in the review is 15. Table 2 presents a list of the articles accepted for the review.
1) EXCLUDED PUBLICATIONS
During the quality appraisal and data extraction, a total of 16 articles were excluded. Table 3 presents the list of rejected publications followed by the exclusion rationale. The rationale refers to the lack of fulfilment of a specific QA requirement, which is defined in section V-C. The particular requirement is marked with the number corresponding to each of the five QA criteria.
2) VISUALISING DATA EXTRACTION
After completion of the data extraction, the reviewers classified the identified visual cues into the following categories:
• Cues enhancing privacy attitudes • Cues enhancing privacy behaviors • Cues deteriorating privacy attitudes • Cues deteriorating privacy behaviors These categories originate from the descriptive findings of our systematic review and are discussed in more detail in section VI. However, to enable swifter identification of a specific visual cue and its capabilities to alter privacy-related attitude and behavior, we display these findings in the form of a diagram (Figure 3) . The diagram contains four partitions built on two axes. The axes are not quantifiable, and the distance between each visual cue and the axes does not indicate the cue's strength. 
VI. RESULTS
The search resulted in 15 publications. Most of the publications are conference proceedings (N = 11, 73%). Only four articles are published in journals. Nine articles were found via the ACM database (60%), five via Scopus (33.4%), and one through IEEE.
Eight out of the 15 reviewed publications focus on mobile technology and seven on the web (Figure 2 ). In the context of mobile technology, half of the papers focuses on permissions management. Concerning the web, four articles examine issues of social network services, investigating the privacy settings of posts/information sharing.
A. PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Overall, the review resulted in the identification of 20 psychological effects (RQ1). The identified effects are not a mirror image of the search queries. During the review process, we observed that some of the research mentions psychological effects that are not included in the search terms. Table 4 presents the identified psychological effects and their definitions.
We classified the identified effects into two groups. The first group we term direct (DIR) because it contains the articles that name and discuss psychological effects directly. The second group we term deduced (DED) because it contains the publications that do not directly mention a psychological effect. However, the reviewers deduce that the reviewed study might have triggered the use of a particular mental shortcut. The detailed classification of psychological biases in each of the articles is presented in Table 5 . It should be emphasized that none of the studies focus only on one psychological effect. That may be the case because these effects are difficult to distinguish, and they frequently correlate with each other.
1) DIRECT
Six articles investigate the specific role of nine biases and heuristics in the context of a web environment: hyperbolic discounting (A1, A12), information asymmetry (A1, A13), anchoring (A4), status quo (A4), default effect (A5), social norms (A8), instant gratification (A12, A13), and overconfidence (A13).
In the context of mobile applications, five publications focus on psychological effects: affect heuristic (A2), instant gratification (A7), framing (A9, A11), social norms (A11), and loss aversion (A14).
2) DEDUCED
Among the 15 reviewed papers, four do not mention any psychological effects directly (A3, A6, A10, A15). Regardless, they were kept in the review process because there was a strong basis for the assumption that design triggers heuristics or biases in the participants' decision-making.
The two reviewers deduced the following effects among seven studies concerned with web applications: social norms (A1, A12), loss aversion (A1), intermediate choice (A1, A12), image motivation (A1, A12), priming (A4, A5, A8, A10, A12), framing (A5, A8, A10, A12, A13), status quo (A5), messenger effect (A5, A10, A13), decoupling (A10), spotlight effect (A12), hyperbolic discounting (A13), and anchoring (A13).
In the context of mobile applications, among the eight articles, the following effects were identified: social norms (A2, A3, A14), framing (A2, A6, A14, A15), messenger effect (A2, A9, A11, A14, A15), status quo (A3, A9, A11), priming (A3, A6, A7, A9, A11, A15), image motivation (A3), hyperbolic discounting (A7), default effect (A7, A15), and availability heuristic (A7).
B. INFLUENCE ON ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOR
To answer the second and third research questions (RQ2: How effective were [psychological effects] in altering users attitudes and behaviors? RQ3: Are there particular visual cues that trigger responses of Type 1 processing through psychological effects?), a qualitative analysis of the extracted data was performed. As a result, the reviewers identified visual cues (UI designs) that may influence different psychological effects. The attitude or behavior changes caused by visual cues can be classified into two categories: privacy-enhancing and privacy-deteriorating changes. Figure 3 presents an overview of the visual cues that affect changes in privacy-related perceptions or actions according to the proposed classification, with some of the cues carrying both privacy-enhancing and privacy-deteriorating effects. Table 6 presents a detailed description of the studies that contain visual cues and the effects such visual cues have on attitude or behavior. Overall, 18 visual cues were determined, with two of them having both privacy-enhancing and privacy-deteriorating effects.
1) PRIVACY-ENHANCING CUES
Thirteen visual cues were identified to have a strengthening impact on privacy attitudes and behaviors. One is shown to be effective across web and mobile; six are examined in the context of web and six in the context of mobile applications.
a: WEB AND MOBILE
''Salient/comprehensive privacy information'' is a subject of studies in A13 [58] , A14 [59] and A15 [60] . In the context of the web (i.e., online shopping), A13 [58] empirically tested whether the display of prominent privacy information has an impact on users concerned about privacy. The researchers applied an experimental design in the context of online shopping (two different products: batteries and a sextoy). The participants were divided into three further groups (exposed to privacy information, no privacy information, and irrelevant information). The results showed that the participants in the privacy condition were more likely to purchase from a website with privacy icons and with ''better'' privacy policies. Additionally, the participants were willing to pay more for privacy. They seemed to differentiate between the levels of privacy protection offered by websites according to the displayed information. The authors mentioned immediate gratification, optimism bias, and information asymmetry, with the latter being the most prominent psychological effect triggered in their study. Considering the design of the study, the way of presenting privacy information, as well as the potential cognitive processes present during purchasing, we assumed that other effects might have been present. Explicitly, we deduced the presence of hyperbolic discounting, framing, anchoring, decoupling, or the messenger effect.
A14 [59] focused on ''salient information'' in the context of the Android permission granting at the time of install. The goal of the work was to compare a previously proposed UI for permission settings, a then-current Android manager with the newly designed interface. Through an experimental design, the participants were presented with a decision: they had to select one of three apps in three different contexts (Sudoku, email, and QR code applications). The experiment's results showed that the most comprehensive UI lead participants to select one of the most privacy-friendly applications. The authors directly mentioned loss aversion. However, it is plausible that such decisions are made because of framing and the way the information was presented. Further, ''salient information'' is supported with information about the experts' opinions and reviews of each app. Such UI elements might have facilitated other psychological effects, particularly social norms or messenger effect. In A15 [60] , the researchers performed two experiments, aiming to evaluate the effectiveness of TurtleGuard -a UI for Android permissions' manager. Specifically, their work investigated whether the proposed UI empowered users to make informed privacy decisions. The participants had four different tasks related to mobile applications accessing various phone resources (e.g., which were the most recently accessed, preventing the application from accessing location). The studies showed that ''salient information'' increased privacy awareness, and improved the participants' mental models about mobile applications and their resource access management. Although the article did not mention any psychological effects that might influence the participants' attitudes and behavior, it is plausible that the visual cue triggered priming, framing, or representatitiveness.
b: WEB
Similar to ''salient information,'' ''policy indicators'' were found to enhance privacy. In A10 [55] , the researchers ran an experiment to examine the effect of privacy information on purchasing decisions. Specifically, they tested the effectiveness of indicators in two online purchasing contexts: privacy non sensitive (purchasing of a surge protector) and privacy sensitive (purchasing of a box of condoms). The participants were asked to use a search engine to continue with the purchases. During the search, they were exposed to two privacy indications: a salient one (''privacy bird'') and privacy notice. The results showed that the willingness to purchase the sensitive product increased when the website had ''better'' privacy. Such findings indicate that ''policy indicators'' were noticeable in this particular context. It is plausible that the participants were influenced by the effects of priming, framing, decoupling, and the messenger effect. ''Policy indications'' were also examined in A13 [58] , which showed their positive effect on purchasing behavior.
In the context of social network services (Facebook), the two studies performed by the same lead researchers showed that the ''post audience'' (five profile pictures of people who can see the post) and ''timer'' (time count before a post is shared) cues had a privacy-enhancing effect on attitudes and behaviors. In two field studies, A12 [46] and A1 [57] , the authors demonstrated that the ''timer cue'' decreased the posting of sensitive content. The ''post audience'' nudge seemed to influence attitude, triggering a reconsideration of posting, changes in privacy settings, and, sometimes, posts' cancellations ( Figure 4 presents the nudges studied in A1). An extra nudge studied in A12, a ''sentiment cue'' (content analysis providing immediate feedback on whether others may perceive the post as negative or positive) based on social norm had the least impact on altering decisions; yet, it triggered a reflection about the post. In the two studies, the authors deliberately explored hyperbolic discounting, instant gratification, and information asymmetry. Because of the design of the nudges and the social network context, we assume that other psychological effects may have been exploited, for instance, social norms, framing, priming, image motivation, spotlight effect, intertemporal choice, and loss aversion.
''Restricted default settings'' in online social networks are the subject of the quasi-experiment presented in A4 [49] . The study aimed to identify how different privacy settings influence configuration behavior and whether the status quo TABLE 6. Detailed descriptions of the reviewed studies, presenting visual cues and their privacy-enhancing or privacy-deteriorating effects. Rn -research study (instances when a publication discusses more than one study). TABLE 6. (Continued.) Detailed descriptions of the reviewed studies, presenting visual cues and their privacy-enhancing or privacy-deteriorating effects. Rn -research study (instances when a publication discusses more than one study). VOLUME 8, 2020 TABLE 6. (Continued.) Detailed descriptions of the reviewed studies, presenting visual cues and their privacy-enhancing or privacy-deteriorating effects. Rn -research study (instances when a publication discusses more than one study). and anchoring effects influence users with restrictive privacy settings. Thus, this work focused directly on testing the role of psychological effects. The experiment consisted of two groups of participants (one with restricted privacy settings fixed to 'Only me' and the second one with public settings fixed to 'Everyone') who could change 14 different privacy settings of their SNS accounts. The results showed that default options influenced how individuals set their privacy configuration. Additionally, the findings demonstrated that ''restricted default settings'' had the potential to reduce willingness to share personal information.
Another example of a web-based visual cue associated with social network services is ''inappropriate/risky images,'' which was examined in A8 [53] . Through an online experiment, the authors aimed to identify how design influenced perceptions about social norms and as a result affected disclosure behaviors. In the experiment, the participants were rating the riskiness of images, whether they perceived them more or less appropriate. Next, they were asked questions measuring information disclosure. The results showed that among the people exposed to ''inappropriate/risky images'' information disclosure was reduced compared with the people exposed to ''normal'' images. Apart from directly investigating the effects of social norm, it is assumed that priming and representativeness also may have affected the results. Such an assumption is based on the study design, specifically on the way participants were exposed to the set of different images and the resemblances of the stimuli.
''No-default form fillers'' is another type of visual cue tested in the context of the web and might have privacy-enhancing influence. Through an online quasiexperiment, A5 [50] aimed to examine behavioral changes resulting from web-form interaction. Specifically, the researchers compared three form auto-completion tools (1) traditional auto-completion, (2) remove (allows the removal of certain information from the autofill), and (3) add (allows adding auto completion to form fields). These were tested in four different contexts (form filler, blog, job search, and health insurance). The results demonstrated that the alternative tools that did not auto-fill the form increased considerations regarding the website's purpose and effectively reduced information disclosure. The research directly studied the default effect. Because of the design of the study (presentation of the form fillers) and potential perceptive reactions to the forms, it is assumed that other psychological biases might have been triggered, such as framing, status quo, priming, and the messenger effect. c: MOBILE A2 [47] focused on a driving assistance mobile app to investigate the interplay between affective and rational thinking concerning privacy. Through an experimental design, the research applied ''affective images'' (positive and neutral) to identify whether they have an impact on risk-taking and perception of benefits of disclosure. Specifically, the participants were assigned to one of the four groups presented with different vignettes (low or high sensitive information must be provided to obtain the optimal results from an insurance policy) and accompanying affective cues (positive or neutral). The results showed that a positive affect had the potential to influence risk perception by reducing the impact of information sensitivity. Additionally, the risk was perceived higher among respondents exposed to ''affective images.'' Apart from the affect, this visual cue might have triggered framing, social norm, and the messenger effect. Possibly, the visual frame affected the risk-taking and perceptions of disclosure. Similarly, there is the potential that the participants were constrained by the social standards that require specific reactions to the affective stimuli or automatic reactions to the stimuli because of the perceived authority. A7 [52] presents ''instant gratification'' and ''security'' cues to investigate how they interact with attitudes and behaviors. In an online experiment, the participants were exposed to one of four visual cues presented as a mobile website for a restaurant recommendation system. They were being asked to register for the website's services ( Figure 5 ). Here, the ''instant gratification'' cue lowered trust towards the website. The ''security'' cue increased perceived threats and lowered intentions towards the website. Apart from instant gratification, it is possible that hyperbolic discounting, priming, decoupling, and availability heuristic may have been triggered by the visual stimuli. Such an assumption is based on the study design and the way that visual cues present information.
A ''high risk'' display was investigated in A6 [51] . Through three online experiments, this research aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of different representations of major risk categories -the intermediate level of risk representations (personal privacy, monetary loss, and device stability) in the context of mobile app installation. In the first experiment, the participants were asked to assign the risk rating to each of the different risk displays. In the second and third experiments, they were asked to select an application to install, meaning they were able to choose between the applications with the different visualization of the risk display (vertical bar graph, horizontal bar graph, vertical table, horizontal table). According to the results, the bar graphs yielded higher risk ratings when compared with the table representations, and the horizontal bars were more efficient than the vertical ones. Among the participants who reported to be more privacy concerned, the risk ratings were influenced by the score in the personal privacy category. Similarly, people concerned with monetary loss were more affected by the risk score of the monetary loss category. Applications with high risk cues were less likely to be chosen to install. However, there appeared to be no difference between the intermediate-risk categories. There were no psychological effects directly investigated in the study. Nonetheless, considering the different visualizations of risks scores, it is plausible that framing or priming could have influenced the participants' decisions.
In A9 [54] , the researchers investigated how control over information disclosure, ad awareness, and application context, influence privacy perceptions and disclosure behavior. Using a ''control & ad awareness'' cue, the experiment tested behavioral interactions with the app permissions manager upon the application install ( Figure 6 ). The results showed that providing users with control supported with information about data processing (such as ads information) had an impact on risk perception and information disclosure. Specifically, risk awareness increased, and less information was being disclosed. According to the authors, the study investigated the influence of framing. However, based on the study design (exposure to differently framed information) and the way information was presented, other psychological effects may have been present, such as status quo, priming, or the messenger effect.
An ''access frequency'' cue was investigated in A11 [56] . The research objective was to identify whether privacy decision-making could be mitigated with privacy nudges and how an emotion (creepiness) influences such decisions. In an online experiment, the participants were assigned to one of the three mock-ups of mobile application permission request interfaces. The interfaces contained no nudge, a ''social'' nudge, and a ''frequency'' nudge ( Figure 7) . The results showed that an ''access frequency'' cue changed the perception of applications. The participants perceived applications with this cue as more difficult to use and less useful and felt uncomfortable to share information. The participants' awareness rose, and they appeared surprised, finding it hard to accept that the applications could access phone resources so frequently. This work focused on framing and social norms. Additionally, it is possible that because of the visualizations applied, status quo, priming, and the messenger effect were also triggered.
2) PRIVACY DETERIORATING CUES
Seven visual cues were identified to weaken privacy attitudes and behaviors. Four of them were examined in the context of web applications and three in the context of mobile apps. Some of the visual cues and experiments were described in the section above. In such instances, below, we describe only the resulting changes in attitude or behavior.
a: WEB
In A10 [55] , the authors showed that a visual cue presenting ''low price & no salient privacy information'' influenced online purchasing behavior. Precisely, it can be deduced from the study results that the participants exposed only to the price information were steered towards purchasing from websites with the best price (the cheapest), regardless of the websites' privacy handling. Whereas, as discussed above, when the salient privacy information accompanies price information, such decisions become more rational, triggering privacy concerns and more cautious behavior.
The ''timer cue'' investigated in A1 [46] and A12 [57] was shown to have both privacy-enhancing and privacydeteriorating effects. Specifically, the results demonstrated that the ''timer cue'' led some people to share their post quickly without reflecting on such action. Additionally, the cue raised some negative feelings, such as unease, being afraid to proceed with the action, and an annoyance (when users knew what they wanted to post).
''Appropriate/not risky images'' were studied in A8 [53] . The results demonstrated that the participants exposed to such visual stimuli disclosed more information than those who were not exposed to it. The participants presented with less-provocative images, had a higher rate of responding to questions that were less (e.g., ''How often do you hold the door open for someone?'') and more (e.g., ''Did you ever have sex with someone who was too drunk to know what they were doing?'') intrusive in nature. The answers to such questions were required to create a fictional social network profile in the context of the study.
Finally, the ''default auto form fillers'' were shown to influence behavior (A5 [50] ). Specifically, when compared with alternative options, the ''default auto form fillers'' lead to increased disclosure through the default effect.
b: MOBILE
The ''security cue'' investigated in A7 [52] was shown to increase information disclosure. On the other hand, the same study demonstrated that a lack of a ''security cue'' affected threat perception. Specifically, when there was no visual cue, fewer threats were perceived by the user. Similarly, when the ''security cue'' was not present, people tended to have a stronger intention towards the website.
In the context of mobile app installation, A6 [51] established that the ''low risk rating'' cue influenced application selection. The results showed that applications with lower risk ratings were more likely to be chosen for installation. As much as this may sound like a privacy enhancement, it could be used to manipulate users towards installing an application, e.g., false presentation of low risk score to encourage a user to install a malicious app. Additionally, such a cue might have an impact on attitudes, reducing privacy concerns.
The ''information about others granting permission'' cue was tested in A11 [56] . This cue, exploring the social norm effect, increased the overall comfort of an interaction. However, it decreased privacy concerns and raised information disclosure. Additionally, it decreased emotional creepiness caused by the ''frequency'' cue. As a result, it led to less careful permission management behavior.
While discussing social norms, it should be mentioned that one of the publications included in the review is not listed among privacy-enhancing or privacy-deteriorating cues. In A3 [48] , the authors investigated heuristics that people use when deciding upon sharing the information related to location-based services. The research results showed no effect of previously shared location or shared messages regarding the place visited in the past on sharing similar information by others. Although the research does not mention directly any of the psychological effects, it seems clear that the use of the information such as the previous experiences of others might influence the social norm bias. Considering the study design, and the visualizations of information, it is plausible that status quo, priming, image motivation, and the endowment effect are also present in the study.
VII. DISCUSSION
Privacy-related interactions frequently take place in a hostile environment. Online service providers may deliberately trigger responses of Type 1 processing to mislead users in taking action that maximizes an online provider's revenue. On the other hand, the hostile environment might be created unintentionally by choice architects and UI designers. In the light of the recent legal changes (e.g., the General Data Protection Regulation [39] ), as well as social pressure on online service providers resulting from the scandals around privacy and security violations (and their ensuing consequences in different social spheres), the design of digital interactions should no longer lead to the abuse of personal information collected through misleading UI designs. In the current research, we aimed to investigate how UI design, triggering Type 1 processing through psychological effects, may increase data collection (resulting in privacy deterioration). Nevertheless, we also revealed and exhibited evidence as to how nudges can be applied to improve personal information management (privacy enhancement).
Through a systematic review, we investigated past research that examined the role of psychological biases and heuristics in the context of altering privacy-related attitudes and behaviors. Following the research questions, we identified 20 psychological effects that were a subject to privacy UI studies (RQ1). As a result of qualitative data extraction, we identified the visual cues that conceivably may influence Type 1 processing and classified them according to the impact they may have on privacy-enhancing or privacy-deteriorating attitudes or behaviors (RQ2, RQ3).
In this section, we discuss the research findings concerning the frameworks presented in the Background section (Section I). Additionally, we attempt to categorize the identified visual cues. Further, we sketch a critical summary of the retrieved works, providing recommendations for the designs of privacy UI studies. We conclude with a summary of our findings, limitations, and future directions.
A. PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS, NUDGING AND PRIVACY
The past frameworks and guidelines on the design of digital nudging have discussed most of the psychological effects identified in the current research. For instance, Schneier et al., and Meske and Potthoff listed status quo, anchoring, social norms, framing, informing, loss aversion, priming, and default effects to be essential for the design of digital nudges [25] , [26] . Our findings extend their framework, increasing the number of psychological effects, discussing additional mental shortcuts, such as instant gratification, overconfidence, affect, decoupling, the messenger effect, and more. Most importantly, our research lists psychological effects that could be applied in the design of a specific category of nudges -nudges for privacy. On the other hand, we show that three of the initially searched for psychological effects were not identified in our review: commitment escalation, attentional collapse, and mental accounting.
Further, our findings can be categorized using the framework proposed by Caraban et al. [28] . According to their research, there are six clusters of nudges: facilitating, confronting, deceiving, social influencing, eliciting fear, and reinforcing. The privacy-related visual cues identified in our work can be assigned to the following classifications:
1) Facilitating cues that aim to influence privacy-related decisions by reducing mental effort are default auto-form fillers (A5) and restricted default settings (A4). 2) Confronting privacy visual cues, which aim to trigger reflection and pause an interaction, are timer cue, sentiment cue, post audience cue (A1, A12), privacy notice (A10), intermediate risk scores (A6), security cue, instant gratification (A7), and frequency nudge (A11). 3) Deceiving cues that could be used to create the so-called ''dark patterns'' of privacy interactions are control and ad awareness (A9) and appropriate/not risky images (A8). 4) Social influence visual cues contain information shared/not shared by others (A3), post audience (A1, A12), and social nudge (A11). Notwithstanding, it must be noted that one of the analyzed studies demonstrated that the social cue does not have any impact on privacy-related decisions. 5) Fear-inducing cues include security cue (A7), intermediate risk scores (A6), and frequency nudge (A11). 6) Reinforcing cues aiming to trigger an individual's thinking about privacy related actions, are salient/comprehensive privacy information (A13, A14, A15), and privacy policy indicators (A10, A13).
B. EFFECTS ON ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOR
The results of the empirical studies analyzed in the current review demonstrate that visual cues carry the potential to change privacy-related attitudes or behaviors (RQ2, RQ3). Such cues, if appropriately implemented in the design of privacy UIs, could help diminish the effects of the privacy paradox. However, to reduce the attitude-behavior gap, it is crucial to identify which nudges and how may influence the factors related to attitude, and which may influence the factors related to behavior. Hence, in this section, we divide the visual cues into two categories according to the effect they may have on the factors influencing attitude and behavior. The summary of this classification is presented in Table 7 .
1) ALTERING ATTITUDINAL FACTORS
The APCO model lists some of the factors that influence privacy-related attitudes. These attitudinal effects can be influenced by, for instance, privacy concerns, awareness, risk perceptions, willingness to share, and trust. According to our analysis, ''salient information'' (A13) about the privacy policy, based on the privacy ratings (i.e., estimated ''goodness'' or ''badness'') and privacy reports, has an impact on privacy concerns in the context of online purchasing decisions. On the other hand, ''social nudges'' (A11) in the context of mobile applications permission settings, can reduce privacy concerns and increase the potential for disclosure. Similarly, ''intermediate risks'' information, such as a low-risk score, reduces concerns about privacy.
Further, ''salient information'' affects privacy awareness (A15). In the context of mobile applications, such visual information was shown to influence how people perceive service providers. Specifically, people perceived them in a more privacy-aware manner.
Our results revealed that some visual cues might increase risk perception, which consequently may result in more privacy-protective behaviors. For instance, ''affect'' (A2) was shown to impact the relationship between information sensitivity and risk perception, with the sensitivity of information having less of an influence on risk perception among people in a positive affective state. In general, the study (A2) demonstrated that positive affect may result in higher risk perceptions.
The application of privacy-oriented ''restrictive default settings'' (A4) reduces willingness to share information, at least in the context of social networks. On the other hand, the ''frequency nudge'' (A11) tested in the mobile app environment, decreases willingness to share information through increased feelings of creepiness and discomfort towards service providers frequently accessing different types of information.
Trust is the last ''attitudinal'' factor influenced by some of the visual cues. For instance, the presence of the ''instant gratification'' cue lowers trust toward the website. On the other hand, in the context of mobile apps, applying ''control over information & ad awareness'' (A9) leads to an inverse effect, resulting in increased trust in the application provider and encouraging users to install allegedly trustworthy apps.
2) ALTERING BEHAVIORAL FACTORS
The most significant changes in behavior relate to information disclosure. There should be no doubt that ''default auto-fill'' (A5) for web forms leads to an increase in information disclosure. Although it is a user-friendly feature aiming to decrease cognitive workload and enable faster task completion, it may be used ''against the user'' to collect information that is not required for a service's functionality. Similarly, exposure to ''appropriate/not risky images'' (A8) in the context of social networking can be exploited to increase information disclosure. Further, the ''security cue'' (A7) has an unexpected effect on disclosure. Specifically, in the context of social media, the presence of a security warning was correlated with more information being disclosed. Possibly, the disclosed information could have been perceived as non-sensitive information (e.g., number of Facebook friends, Twitter ID). Control over information supported by the ''control & ad awareness'' (A9) cue may lead to decreased information disclosure. However, the effectiveness of control is context-dependent, that is the visual cue is ineffective in some applications, depending on the data sensitivity or purpose of data collection. The exposure to ''inappropriate/risky images'' influences disclosure in social network settings. Specifically, such a form of priming leads to a reduction in information disclosure. Information disclosure may be increased by a ''social nudge'' (A11). In the mobile context, this type of nudge influences users' comfort and elevates disclosure through a decrease in emotional responses, such as the feeling of creepiness, fear, or discomfort.
Among other behavioral factors influenced by some of the identified visual cues are a willingness to install applications, privacy-enhancing mobile permissions settings, posts cancellations, and purchasing in a privacy concerned manner. One of the most often researched behaviors is the change in privacy settings. For instance, ''salient privacy information'' (A15) in the Android permissions manager encourages users to find information about applications' background activity. Additionally, it enables active changes in permission settings. Similarly, such salient cues enable quicker privacy-protective decisions compared with UIs that contain a less informative privacy display (A14). In the context of social networks, the ''post audience'' nudge, containing pictures of familiar people, potentially influences the restriction of privacy settings (A1, A12), while the ''timer nudge'' leads to a decrease in the posting of sensitive content (A1, A12).
Further, comprehensive privacy information modifies purchasing behavior. In the context of sensitive and personal products, people tend to purchase from an e-commerce provider presenting ''better'' privacy policies (A10, A13). In some instances, people are even willing to pay more for the products sold by an online store displaying prominent privacy information on their website (A13).
C. PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS IN PRIVACY RESEARCH
Our results show that psychological effects applied in a privacy design carry the potential to alter people's decisions. However, most of the results from studies around privacy-related UIs empowering nudging are inconclusive and highly contextual. Even among the studies analyzed in the current review, it is evident that the same biases and heuristics may cause inconsistent outcomes. For instance, social norms can be applied to enhance privacy-protective behaviors. Nevertheless, in a specific context (e.g., sharing location-related information), they are ineffective. Such contradictory results call for systematic research on privacy-related decision-making. Next, we propose recommendations for further research.
a: RESEARCH DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS
The research recommendations are based on the protocol defined for the current literature review and the content of the reviewed articles, as follows: 1) Concise definition of psychological effect(s) or heuristic(s) that are the subject of the study. Past research resulted in reviews (including the current article) recognizing psychological effects that, when implemented in the design of UIs and choice architecture, can nudge/alter attitude or behavior. Researchers should primarily focus on studies of these previously identified biases and heuristics, to produce a more coherent view of how such effects should be implemented in the design of privacy UIs. 2) Improved study design. Among the 15 reviewed studies, only nine were based on an experimental design, which is slightly over half of the articles selected. Many of the papers were excluded from the review partly because of lacking experimental design. The absence of an experimental or quasi-experimental design increases the possibility of error, that is a study that potentially identifies that a psychological effect is triggered by a UI design alters attitude or behavior cannot be conclusive. Considering the complexity of judgment and decision-making processes, controlling for error is crucial to enhance the validity and reliability of the results. Such control, when possible, should be implemented in the study design. Alternatively, it could be applied at the stage of data analysis in the form of statistical control.
Further, other types of study designs could improve research on privacy UIs, such as field or longitudinal studies. 3) Sampling method. The QA applied in the current review demonstrated that the sampling procedures were rarely justified. The lack of such information leads to decreased applicability and generalizability of the results. The past work around decision-making defined multiple factors that influence how decisions are made. For instance, demographic characteristics, cultural background, and contextual dependencies frequently influence the results of statistical analyses. Therefore, to evaluate the reliability of quantitative studies, it is necessary to justify the examined sample size and desired population. Only a couple of articles reviewed provided such information, ensuring the suitability of their statistical analyses, increasing experimental reliability and validity. 4) Replicability. The studies aiming to investigate the impact of visual stimuli on a human subject should provide clear instructions and access to all materials necessary to replicate the study. It is crucial considering that the studies included in the current review frequently originate from psychology or cognitive research, fields in which a reproducibility crisis has been shown to affect the quality of scientific results [89] . 5) Attitudinal or behavioral outcomes. Research on privacy-related decision-making must become more transparent about particular factors that are under investigation. In the reviewed articles, the researchers rarely considered attitudinal or behavioral explanations of constructs central for their studies. Such information could help system developers and designers to estimate how particular elements of UI may affect users' decisions. 6) Other methodological issues. The current review leads to the conclusion that many studies around privacy-related decisions lack essential methodological explanations. The most prominent issues are the lack of clear objectives or research questions that could enable understanding of the research designs and methods used. Further, the absence of clear objectives makes it cumbersome to discuss the results, and communicate them to the reader. Additionally, there seems to be a misunderstanding of some of the methodological terminology, for example, researchers calling an experiment ''controlled'' when that experiment controls for a variable yet does not contain a control group. Similarly, some of the articles described studies as between-subject designs while applying the mixed design. Lastly, there seem to be a tendency to invent new instruments measuring psychometric constructs. Such instruments, without an appropriate validation, may incorrectly measure latent variables, leading to false assumptions. The studies about privacy-related decision-making relate to psychological research. Considering the replicability crisis in psychology [89] , and similar problems in other fields [90] , our design recommendations aim to improve the current state of the privacy research. We believe that a greater emphasis should be placed on replication studies that investigate the psychological effects identified in past research instead of focusing on new phenomena. Replication studies could enhance findings of the role of psychological biases in privacy-related interactions, making them more conclusive, consistent, and systematic. Such findings could be easily applied in the privacy UI designs.
Consequently, we think that research based on our recommendations will give rise to more consistent and reliable results. Effectively, this will contribute to building a systematic body of knowledge around modifying privacy-related attitudes and behaviors.
D. SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS
In the current article, we identified the papers that directly (DIR) or indirectly (DED) studied 20 psychological effects in the context of privacy interactions. Our results show that some of the psychological effects were triggered with the visual cues that influenced privacy-related decisions, both at the attitudinal and behavioral levels. To improve future research, we proposed a set of research design recommendations. Moreover, we postulate that psychological effects that have been identified as deduced (DED) should be considered in future studies as primary research questions. Specifically, future work should focus on these effects in the context of the attitudinal and behavioral changes listed in Table 7 .
Further, our work provides an overview of directly studied psychological effects and how they affect attitudinal and behavioral changes. In Table 8 , we present a list of the psychological effects classified as DIR and the context in which they were examined in the reviewed articles (both domainand outcome-wise). We believe that researchers interested in the study of privacy interactions can use these findings to quickly identify gaps in the body of knowledge and draw ideas for future research.
E. LIMITATIONS
The present work is not free of limitations. First, the search queries are based on a previous literature review. The search for psychological terms could be extended and could consider a more substantial amount of psychological effects, for instance, those identified by Caraban et al. [28] . However, the inclusion of the generic term ''psychological bias'' should have mitigated this limitation and enabled screening for articles that did not include specific psychological effects from the original search queries. Second, to keep the scope of the current research within reason and to adhere to the research rationale, the search was limited to five databases. In the future, it may be advisable to extend the search to databases specializing in social science, specifically psychology and behavioral sciences.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The current literature review applied a systematic methodology to identify empirical studies that had investigated psychological effects resulting from digital interactions in the context of privacy. In the 15 publications selected for the review, our research identified visual cues that have the potential to facilitate psychological effects and as a result contribute to changes in attitudes or behaviors. Drawing on our findings, the present article demonstrates how particular visual cues tend to function, specifying their privacyenhancing or privacy-deteriorating capabilities.
The review ties its results to current findings of the design of digital nudges. The research extends existing frameworks by the inclusion of additional psychological effects identified in the 15 articles. Additionally, it presents recommendations for future studies aiming to examine psychological biases and heuristics in privacy-related decision-making. The recommendations address issues of research quality, and intent to improve studies' design to enable greater applicability and generalizability of the results.
Overall, the contributions of this review are two fold. First, the results may help researchers improve their research designs, as well as provide them with insights on the visual cues used in privacy-related studies. Second, the findings may be used by developers and designers of privacy choice architectures and UIs to improve their designs and form a more accurate predictive insight regarding planned and potential interactions.
